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Abstract

We present a probabilistic extension of logic programs under the stable model semantics, inspired by the concept of Markov Logic Networks. The proposed language takes advantage of both formalisms in a single framework, allowing us to represent commonsense reasoning problems that require both logical and probabilistic reasoning in an intuitive and elaboration tolerant way.

Introduction

Answer Set Programming (ASP) is a successful logic programming paradigm that takes advantage of nonmonotonicity of the underlying semantics, the stable model semantics. Many useful knowledge representation constructs and efficient solvers allow ASP to handle various commonsense reasoning problems elegantly and efficiently. However, difficulty still remains when it comes to domains with uncertainty. Imprecise and vague information cannot be handled well since the stable model semantics is mainly restricted to Boolean values. Further, probabilistic information cannot be handled since the stable model semantics does not distinguish which stable models are more likely to be true.

To address the first aspect of the issue, several approaches to incorporating fuzzy logic into ASP have been proposed, such as (Lukasiewicz 2006). However, most of the work is limited to simple rules. In our previous work (Lee and Wang 2014), we proposed a stable model semantics for fuzzy propositional formulas, which properly generalizes both fuzzy logic and the Boolean stable model semantics, as well as many existing approaches to combining them. The resulting language combines the many-valued nature of fuzzy logic and the nonmonotonicity of stable model semantics, and consequently shows competence in commonsense reasoning involving fuzzy values.

In this work, we focus on the other aspect of the issue, namely handling probabilistic reasoning in commonsense reasoning. We adapt the idea of Markov Logic Networks (MLN) (Richardson and Domingos 2006), a well-known approach to combining first-order logic and probabilistic graphical models in a single framework, to the context of logic programming. The resulting language LP^{MLN} combines the attractive features of each of the stable model semantics and MLN.

Language LP^{MLN}

Since a Markov Logic Network is based on the standard first-order logic semantics, it "has the drawback that it cannot express (non-ground) inductive definitions" (Fierens et al. 2013). Consider the following domain description ("\(\alpha\) denotes "hard weight").

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha & : \text{Path}(x, y) \leftarrow \text{Edge}(x, y). \\
\alpha & : \text{Path}(x, y) \leftarrow \text{Path}(x, z), \text{Path}(z, y).
\end{align*}
\]

The above weighted rules are intended to describe probabilistic reachability in a graph, which is induced by the probabilities of the involved edges. The relation Path\(\), describing the reachability between two vertices, is supposed to be the transitive closure of the relation Edge. However, under the MLN semantics, this is not the case.

We propose the language LP^{MLN}, which overcomes such a limitation. The syntax of an LP^{MLN} program is essentially the same as that of an MLN instance, except that weighted formulas are replaced by weighted rules.

Similar to MLN, the weight of each rule can be either a real number, or the symbol \(\alpha\) that marks a rule a "hard rule." The weight of each interpretation is obtained from the weights of the rules that form the maximal subset of the program for which the interpretation is a stable model.

More precisely, we assume a finite first-order signature \(\sigma\) that contains no function constants of positive arity, so that any non-ground LP^{MLN} program can be identified with its ground instance. Without loss of generality, we consider ground (i.e., variable-free) LP^{MLN} programs. For any ground LP^{MLN} program \(P\) of signature \(\sigma\), consisting of a set of weighted rules \(w : R\), and any Herbrand interpretation \(I\) of \(\sigma\), we define \(P_I\) to be the set of rules in \(P\) which are satisfied by \(I\). The weight of \(I\), denoted by \(W_P(I)\), is defined as

\[
W_P(I) = \exp\left(\sum_{w : R \in P} w\right)
\]

if \(I\) is a stable model of \(P_I\); otherwise \(W_P(I) = 0\). The probability of \(I\) under \(P\), denoted \(P_{\bar{P}}[I]\), is defined as

\[
P_{\bar{P}}[I] = \lim_{\alpha \to \infty} \frac{W_P(I)}{\sum_{J \in P_{\bar{P}}} W_P(J)}
\]
where $PW$ is the set of all Herbrand interpretations of $\sigma$.

Inductive definitions are correctly handled in LP$_{MLN}$ since it adopts the stable model semantics in place of the standard first-order logic semantics in MLN. For instance, the weighted rules given at the beginning of this section yields the expected result under the LP$_{MLN}$ semantics.

Any logic program under the stable model semantics can be embedded in LP$_{MLN}$ by assigning the hard weight to each rule. MLN can also be embedded in LP$_{MLN}$ via choice formulas which exempt atoms from minimization. LP$_{MLN}$ programs can be turned into MLN instances via the concept of loop formulas (Ferraris, Lee, and Lifschitz 2006). This result allows us to use an existing implementation of MLN, such as Alchemy, to effectively compute “tight” LP$_{MLN}$ programs.

**Probabilistic Transitions by LP$_{MLN}$**

LP$_{MLN}$ can be used to model transition systems where actions may have probabilistic effects. For example, the transition system shown in Figure 1(a) can be encoded as the following LP$_{MLN}$ program.

\[
\begin{align*}
\ln(\lambda) & : \text{Aux}_i, \\
\ln(1-\lambda) & : \text{not Aux}_i, \\
\alpha & : \{P_{i+1}\} \leftarrow P_i, \\
\alpha & : \{NP_{i+1}\} \leftarrow NP_i, \\
\alpha & : \text{not } P_i, \text{not } NP_i, \\
\alpha & : P_i \leftarrow A_i, \text{Aux}_i, \text{not } \{P_0\}.
\end{align*}
\]

Here $i$ is a schematic variable ranging over \(\{0, \ldots, maxstep - 1\}\). The atom $\text{Aux}_i$ represents the probabilistic choice for the success of action $A_i$. The 3rd and 4th rules say that $P_i$ and $NP_i$ are complementary. The 5th rule defines the probabilistic effect of $A_i$. The 6th and 7th rules represent the commonsense law of inertia, where we use $\{H\} \leftarrow Body$ to denote the rule $H \leftarrow Body, \text{not } not H$. The last three rules specify that the execution of $A$ at each step and the initial value of $P$ are arbitrary.

Under the MLN semantics, the same program specifies a different probabilistic transition system (Figure 1(b)), which is not aligned with the commonsense understanding of the description. In this transition system, fluents can change arbitrarily even when no relevant actions are executed.

As an application of the idea of using LP$_{MLN}$ to define probabilistic transition systems, a probabilistic variant of the Wolf, Sheep and Cabbage puzzle can be encoded in LP$_{MLN}$. We consider an elaboration in which with some probability $p$, eating does not happen even when the farmer is not present. While the minimal length plan for the original puzzle involves 17 actions of loading, moving and unloading, the elaboration has a new minimal plan containing 11 actions only, including two steps in which the wolf does not eat the sheep when the farmer is not around. We formalized this domain in LP$_{MLN}$, and, based on the reduction of LP$_{MLN}$ to MLN, used Alchemy to check that the probability of the success of this plan is $p \times p$ and that of the original 17 step plan is $1$.

**Discussion**

LP$_{MLN}$ is related to many earlier work. Only a few of them are mentioned here due to lack of space. It is not difficult to embed ProbLog (Raedt, Kimmig, and Toivonen 2007) in LP$_{MLN}$. The language is also closely related to P-log (Baral, Gelfond, and Rushton 2009). The LP$_{MLN}$ formalization of probabilistic transition systems is related to PC$^+$ (Eiter and Lukasiewicz 2003), which extends action language $C^+$ for probabilistic reasoning about actions.

The work presented here calls for more future work. One may design a native computation algorithm for LP$_{MLN}$ which would be feasible to handle certain “non-tight” programs. We expect many results established in ASP may carry over to MLN, and vice versa, which may provide a new opportunity for probabilistic answer set programming.
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